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IN THE COMPANIES TRIBUNAL OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA 

CASE NO: CT00483ADJ2020 

In the matter between:   

SAFIKA HOLDINGS (PTY) LIMITED         Applicant 

(Registration Number: 1996 / 001693 / 07) 

 

and 

 

SAFIKA PROJECTS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED     First Respondent 

(Registration Number: 2020 / 542037 / 07) 

COMMISSIONER OF COMPANIES & INTELLECTUAL 

PROPERTY COMMISSION             Second Respondent 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Issue(s) for determination: This is an application in terms of which Safika Holdings 

(Proprietary) Limited is objecting to the registration of the company name of Safika 

Projects (Proprietary) Limited on the register of companies in terms of sections 11(2)(b) 

and 11(2)(c) and 160 of the Companies Act, 2008 (Act No. 71 of 2008) read with regulations 

13, 142 and 153 of the Companies Regulations, 2011. 

Coram:      Lindelani Daniel Sikhitha 

Date of handing down of decision:  28 January 2021 
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DECISION (Reasons and Order) 

______________________________________________________________________ 

A. INTRODUCTION 

[1] The Applicant in this matter is Safika Holdings (Proprietary) Limited with 

Registration Number: 1996 / 001693 / 07.  The Applicant is a private company 

duly incorporated and registered as such in accordance with the company laws 

of the Republic of South Africa (“South Africa”).  The Applicant has its business 

address located at 89 Central Street, Houghton, Gauteng Province, 2198, South 

Africa. 

[2] The First Respondent in this matter is Safika Projects (Proprietary) Limited with 

Registration Number: 2020 / 542037 / 07.  The First Respondent is a private 

company duly incorporated and registered as such in accordance with the 

company laws of South Africa.  The First Respondent’s registered address is 

allegedly located at 571124 Edevale, Pietermaritzburg, Kwa-Zulu Natal, 3200, 

South Africa.  According to information extracted from the Companies and 

Intellectual Property Commission (“the CIPC”), the First Respondent was 

registered by the Second Respondent on the 09th day of July 2020.1 

[3] The Second Respondent is the Commissioner of Companies and Intellectual 

Property Commission, duly appointed as such in terms of section 189 of the 

Companies Act, 2008 (Act No. 71 of 2008) (“the Act”).  The Second Respondent 

                                                           
1  Refer to a copy of the Disclosure Certificate: Companies and Close Corporations issued by the Second 

Respondent on Friday, 14 August 2020 at 16:31 which is annexed and marked Annex “S2” to the 
Supporting Affidavit deposed by Goodness Abgail Nokuthula Luphoko (“Ms. Luphoko”) in support of the 
Application for Relief. 
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is cited in its official capacity as the person responsible for the functions of the 

CIPC, which include registration of companies in terms of the Act.  The place of 

business of the Second Respondent is at the dti Campus, Block F, 77 Meintjies 

Street, Sunnyside, Pretoria, Gauteng, 0002, South Africa. 

[4] This is an Application for Relief (“the Application”) in terms of section 160 of the 

Act and it is for, among others, an order that the name of the First Respondent 

does not satisfy the requirements of section 11(2) of the Act and that the First 

Respondent should be directed to choose a new name, as provided for in section 

160(3)(ii) of the Act.  The second order sought by the Applicant from the 

Companies Tribunal calls upon me to deal with the issue of Substitution 

Jurisdiction and I will do so at a later stage in my determination. 

[5] The Applicant is mainly contending that the current name of the First Respondent 

does not satisfy the requirements prescribed by sections 11(2)(b) and 11(2)(c) of 

the Act.  The orders that are being sought by the Applicant are fully set out at 

paragraph 57 of the Supporting Affidavit that has been filed in support of the 

Application.  For the sake of completeness, the Applicant is seeking for the 

following orders against the First Respondent: 

5.1 ordering the First Respondent to change its name to one which does not 

incorporate the mark SAFIKA or any mark which is confusingly and/or 

deceptively similar to the Applicant’s SAFIKA trade mark; 

5.2 ordering the First Respondent to pay the Applicant’s costs of the 

proceedings; 
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5.3 in the event that the First Respondent fails to comply with the order set 

out in paragraph 5.1 above within three (3) months, that the Second 

Respondent, is directed, in terms of section 160(3)(b)(ii) read with section 

14(2)(b)(i) of the Act, to record the First Respondent’s registration 

number followed by ‘(Pty) Ltd’, as the First Respondent’s interim 

company name on the companies register; and 

5.4 granting the Applicant further and/or alternative relief. 

[6] The Applicant filed the Application (Form CTR 142) with the Companies Tribunal 

on the 19th day of October 2020.  The Application was served on the First 

Respondent on the same day by sending it to the email address belonging to its 

director, one Siboniso Msimang.  The email address used for purposes of serving 

the Application on the First Respondent is sibonisomsimang@gmail.com.2  

The Sheriff of the High Court attempted to serve the Application at the registered 

address of the First Respondent on 22 October 2020.  However, the address 

given was found to be insufficient and the Application could not be served.  The 

papers were returned unserved to the Applicant’s attorneys. 

[7] Be that as it may, the director of the First Respondent did respond to the afore-

mentioned email communication and stated the following which is considered to 

be relevant for purposes of adjudication of the Application for Default Order: 

                                                           
2 Refer to Annex “SK3”.  Refer also to paragraph 22 of the Supporting Affidavit to the Application and Annex 

“S8”. 

mailto:sibonisomsimang@gmail.com
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“It's is really sad that your client want us to resolve this matter, by 

changing the name. it will be impossible to resort to me changing the 

name.”3 

[8] Service of the Application on the Second Respondent was effected through email 

communication sent to the email address: corporatelegalservices@cipc.co.za.  

I will now turn to deal with some background facts which I consider to be relevant 

for purposes of my determination. 

 

B. BACKGROUND FACTS 

 
[9] This is an Application in terms of which the Applicant is objecting to the company 

name of the First Respondent in terms of sections 11(2)(b), 11(2)(c) and 160 of 

the Act read with the applicable Companies Regulations 2011 (“the Regulations”).  

As part of my determination, it is imperative that I should first have a look at some 

preliminary issues which relates to the form and substance that an application of 

this nature must comply with as prescribed in terms of the applicable provisions 

of the Regulations.  My point of departure in this exercise will be to look at the 

provisions of regulation 13(a) of the Regulations which read as follows: 

“(a) A person may apply in Form CTR 142 to the Tribunal in terms of 

section 160 if the person has received… a Notice of a Potentially 

Contested Name, in Form CoR 9.6 or a Notice of a Potentially 

Offensive Name, in Form CoR 9.7, or has an interest in the name 

                                                           
3 Refer to Annex “SK4”. 

mailto:corporatelegalservices@cipc.co.za
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of a company as contemplated in section 160(1)….”  [Own 

emphasis added.] 

[10] The Application in this matter is contained in Form CTR 142 as prescribed by the 

Minister of Trade and Industry in terms of section 223 of the Act.  In terms of the 

Supporting Affidavit filed in support of the Application, the deponent alleges that 

she is the Chief Financial Officer of the Applicant and have been involved with 

the business of the Applicant since 2018.  The deponent further alleges that by 

virtue of her position with the Applicant and the trade in which the Applicant is 

involved, she is competent and authorised to depose to the Supporting Affidavit 

on behalf of the Applicant and to represent the Applicant in the Application for 

Relief.  Her authority is recorded on the Resolution of the Board of Directors of 

the Applicant annexed and marked Annex “S1” to the Supporting Affidavit filed in 

support of the Application.4 

[11] In terms of the extracts from the Trade Marks Register, the Applicant is the 

proprietor in South Africa of the following trade mark registrations, which are valid 

and in force: 

11.1 1997/19660 SAFIKA in class 9 in relation to “scientific, nautical, 

surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, 

measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching 

apparatus and instruments, apparatus for recording, transmission or 

reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; 

automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin – operated 

                                                           
4   Refer to a copy of the Resolution of the Board of Directors of the Applicant marked Annex “S1”. 
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apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing 

equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus” dated 18 

December 1997; 

11.2 1997/19661 SAFIKA in class 16 in relation to “files, portfolios, albums, 

brochures; papers, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not 

included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; 

photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; 

artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except 

furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic 

materials for packaging (not included in other classes); playing cards; 

printers’ type; printing blocks” dated 18 December 1997; 

11.3 1997/19662 SAFIKA in class 35 in relation to “advertising; business 

management; business administration; office functions” dated 18 

December 1997; 

11.4 1997/19663 SAFIKA in class 36 in relation to “insurance; financial affairs; 

monetary affairs; real estate affairs” dated 18 December 1997; 

11.5 1998/11217 SAFIKA in class 38 in relation to “telecommunications” 

dated 30 June 1998; 

11.6 1998/11218 SAFIKA in class 39 in relation to “transport; packaging and 

storage of goods; travel arrangement and other related industries” dated 

30 June 1998; 
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11.7 1998/11218 SAFIKA in class 41 in relation to “education providing of 

training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities” dated 30 June 

1998; 

11.8 2002/16460 SAFIKA in class 37 in relation to “building construction; 

repair; installation services and all services in this class relating to and in 

respect of mining; oil and gas extraction, quarrying, and exploitation of 

natural resources in general” dated 21 October 2002; 

11.9 2002/16461 SAFIKA in class 42 in relation to “scientific and technological 

services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and 

research services; design and development of computer hardware and 

software and all services in this class relating to and in respect of mining, 

oil and gas extraction, quarrying, and exploitation of natural resources in 

general; surveys and exploration” dated 21 October 2002; and 

11.10 2015/33487 SAFIKA in class 35 in relation to “advertising, marketing and 

promotion services; promotional advertising for exploration projects; 

marketing studies, advice, analysis, research and consulting; preparation 

of marketing plans; development of marketing strategies and concepts; 

marketing the goods and services of others; trade marketing (other than 

selling); telephone marketing services (not selling); event marketing; 

provision of marketing information; provision of marketing reports; on-line 

advertising via a computer communications network; presentation of 

goods on communications media, for retail purposes; management of 

healthcare clinics for others; facilitation of commercial and business 
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transactions, including those conducted online via the Internet or a 

computer network, or by telephone or cellular telephone; business 

strategy series; business appraisal and analysis services; provision of 

business and commercial advice and information provided by telephone 

or provided on-line from a computer database, computer network, global 

computer network or the Internet; business consultancy relating to the 

administration of information technology; business planning; business 

strategy services, business appraisals; business management 

assistance; business support; accounting; cost accounting; cost analysis 

and cost price analysis; cost management accounting; economic 

forecasting and analysis for business purposes; profit and cash flow 

forecasting, analysis and planning, all being economic forecasting 

services; personnel management and employment consultancy; 

consultancy relating to business document management; records 

management services, namely, document indexing for others; database 

management services, data processing, data verification and file 

management; computerized data and business information retrieval; 

credit card registration services; procurement of goods and series on 

behalf of business; purchasing of goods and services for the business; 

business administration services for the processing of sales and 

transactions made on a global computer network or the Internet; the 

bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods including 

but not limited to, business equipment, enabling customers to 
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conveniently view and purchase those goods from a computer network 

website or an Internet website; customer loyalty reward schemes; 

advertising; business management; business administration; office 

functions; offering for sale and the sale of goods in the retail and 

wholesale trade” dated 19 November 2015.5 

[12] Save for three trade mark registrations, a significant number of the Applicant’s 

trade mark registrations listed above are valid and in force in South Africa and 

they have been filed in the year 1997.  Extracts from the Trade Marks Register, 

are annexed to the Supporting Affidavit deposed to by Ms. Luphoko and marked 

Annex “S3”.  It follows therefore that the Applicant’s trade mark registrations 

afford it the right to prevent others from using, in the course of trade, identical or 

confusingly similar marks in conflict with the Applicant’s rights. 

[13] The Applicant’s business under the name and trade mark SAFIKA commenced 

in 1995 in relation to information technology, the supply of computer hardware 

and software, personnel recruitment, telecommunications and, with interests in 

banking and financial services, resources and private equity.  Presently, the 

Applicant’s business interests under the SAFIKA brand extends to financial 

services, mining, agriculture, industrial manufacturing, strategic investments, 

communication, aerospace, commodity marketing, health and transport and 

logistics.  The Applicant’s current website address is www.safika.co.za. 

[14] The Applicant has therefore been making extensive use of the SAFIKA trade 

mark in South Africa and internationally.  Through such extensive use, it has 

                                                           
5    Refer to copies of extracts from the Trade Marks Register marked Annex “S3”. 

http://www.safika.co.za/
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acquired a substantial goodwill and reputation in its SAFIKA trade mark 

throughout South Africa.  The trade mark SAFIKA has become synonymous with 

the Applicant and it is well-known in the various industries in which the Applicant 

currently operates.  It is therefore contended by the Applicant that it has well-

established statutory and common law rights in the name and mark SAFIKA.  

Without commenting on the merits of the Application, I am satisfied that the 

Applicant has an interest in the SAFIKA PROJECTS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED 

(“the First Respondent’s name”) within the meaning of regulation 13(a) of the 

Regulations read with section 160 of the Act. 

[15] I now proceed to look at the provisions of regulation 142 of the Regulations which 

read as follows: 

(1) A person may apply to the Tribunal for an order in respect of 

any matter contemplated by the Act, or those Regulations, by 

completing and filing with the Tribunal’s recording officer- 

(a) an Application in Form CTR 142; and 

(b) a supporting affidavit setting out the facts on which the 

application is based. 

(2) The applicant must serve a copy of the application and affidavit 

on each respondent named in the application, within 5 business 

days after filing it. 

(3) An application in terms of this regulation must- 

(a) Indicate the basis of the application, stating the section 

of the Act or these Regulations in terms of which the 

Application is made; and 

(b) Depending on the context –  
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(i) Set out the Commission’s decision that is being 

appealed or reviewed; 

(ii) Set out the decision of the Tribunal that the 

applicant seeks to have varied or rescinded; 

(iii) Set out the regulation in respect of which the 

applicant seeks condonation; or 

(c) Indicate the order sought; and 

(d) State the name and address of each person in respect of 

whom an order is sought. [Own emphasis added.] 

[16] In terms of regulation 142(1) of the Regulations, a person may apply to the 

Companies Tribunal for an order in respect of any matter contemplated in the Act 

or the Regulations by completing and filing with the Companies Tribunal’s 

recording officer: 

16.1 an Application in Form CTR 142; and 

16.2 a supporting affidavit setting out the facts on which the application is 

based. 

I will now go through the papers filed in this Application for Relief to determine if 

this matter is in compliance with regulation 142 of the Regulations. 

[17] The Application for Relief is made in Form CTR 142 and it is supported by a 

Supporting Affidavit deposed to by Ms. Luphoko who, as it appears from the 

papers placed before me, is a Chief Financial Officer of the Applicant.  I am 

satisfied that Ms. Luphoko has been duly authorised to launch the name objection 

proceedings on behalf of the Applicant.   Her authority is clearly recorded and it 

clearly appears from the Resolution of the Board of Directors of the Applicant 

dated 14 October 2020. 
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[18] In terms of regulation 142(2) of the Regulations, the Applicant is required to serve 

a copy of the Application for Relief together with the Supporting Affidavit and any 

attachment thereto on each Respondent who is cited in the Application for Relief.  

Service of the Application on the Respondent(s) should be done within 5 (five) 

business days, calculated from the date of filing of the Application with the 

Companies Tribunal. 

[19] The Application was served on both the First and Second Respondents 

electronically through email communication and it was delivered to their 

respective email addresses on the 19th day of October 2020.  The director of the 

First Respondent did respond to the email communication containing the 

Application in the manner recorded as per Annex “SK4”.  I am therefore satisfied 

that there was adequate service of the Application on the Respondents. 

[20] The Application for Relief is supported by a Supporting Affidavit which details all 

the requirements prescribed in terms of regulation 142(3) of the Regulations.  I 

am therefore satisfied that the Application is, both in form and substance, in 

compliance with regulation 142 of the Regulations.  It follows therefore that the 

Application has been properly brought before the Companies Tribunal and should 

be proceeded with on such basis. 

[21] In terms of regulation 143(1) of the Regulations, any respondent who wishes to 

oppose an application must serve a copy of its answer on the initiating party.  In 

addition, such respondent must file its answer together with proof of service 

thereof with the Companies Tribunal.  Such service and filing must be done within 
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a period of twenty (20) business days after being served with an application that 

has been filed with the Companies Tribunal.6 

[22] It follows therefore that the Respondents, after having been served with the 

Application for Relief in this matter, were required to serve copies of their answers 

on the Applicant and to file its answer together with proof of service thereof with 

the Companies Tribunal within a period of twenty (20) business days after being 

served with the Application for Relief.  The twenty (20) business days period is 

as prescribed in terms of regulation 143(1) of the Regulations. 

[23] The Application was served on the First Respondent on the 19th day of October 

2020.  Based on my calculation of the time frames in terms of regulation 143(1) 

of the Regulations the First Respondent was required and had failed to serve on 

the Applicant and to file with the Companies Tribunal a copy of its answer to the 

Application together with proof of service thereof on or before the 16th day of 

November 2020.  As at the date of filing of the Application for the Default 

Judgment by the Applicant, the First Respondent has still not served on the 

Applicant and filed with the Companies Tribunal a copy of its answer together 

with proof of service thereof as prescribed by regulation 143(1) of the 

Regulations.  The First Respondent is therefore in default of filing its answer to 

the Application. 

                                                           
6  Regulation 143(1) of the Regulations reads as follows: 

“Within 20 business days after being served with a Complaint Referral, or an application, that has 
been filed with the Tribunal, a respondent who wishes to oppose the complaint or application must–
–  
(a) serve a copy of an Answer on the initiating party; and  
(b) file the Answer with proof of service.” 
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[24] The Application was served on the Second Respondent on the 19th day of 

October 2020.  Based on my calculation of the time frames in terms of regulation 

143(1) of the Regulations the First Respondent was required and had failed to 

serve on the Applicant and to file with the Companies Tribunal a copy of its 

answer to the Application together with proof of service thereof on or before the 

16th day of November 2020.  As at the date of filing of the Application for the 

Default Judgment by the Applicant, the Second Respondent has still not served 

on the Applicant and filed with the Companies Tribunal a copy of its answer 

together with proof of service thereof as prescribed by regulation 143(1) of the 

Regulations.  The Second Respondent is therefore in default of filing its answer 

to the Application. 

[25] Since the Respondents were in default of filing their respective answers to the 

Application, the Applicant proceeded to file its Application for Default Order with 

the Companies Tribunal on the 30th day of November 2020.  I now proceed to 

look at the Application for Default Order to assess if it meets all the requirements 

as prescribed by the Act and the Regulations. 

 

C. THE APPLICATION FOR DEFAULT ORDER 

[26] As a result of the Respondents’ failure to serve and file their respective answers 

to the Application, the Applicant was therefore entitled to file the Application for 

Default Order with the Companies Tribunal in terms of regulation 153(1) of the 

Regulations.  Once an Application for Default Order is filed with it, the Companies 

Tribunal is therefore enjoined to consider such an application in terms of section 
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160 of the Act read together with the provisions of regulation 153(2) of the 

Regulations. 

[27]  It is important that I should have a close look at the provisions of regulation 153 

of the Regulations.  The relevant provisions of regulation 153 of the Regulations 

read as follows: 

“(1) If a person served with an initiating document has not filed a 

response within the prescribed period, the initiating party may 

apply to have the order, as applied for, issued against that 

person by the Tribunal. 

(2) On an application in terms of sub-regulation (1), the Tribunal 

may make an appropriate order–  

(a) after it has heard any required evidence concerning the 

motion; and  

(b) if it is satisfied that the notice or application was 

adequately served.” 

[28] The Applicant did indeed proceed to file its Application for Default Order (Form 

CTR 145) in terms of regulation 153 of the Regulations on the 30th day of 

November 2020.  It is common cause that the Application for Default Order was 

filed after the expiry of the 20 (twenty) business days period that the Respondents 

were afforded to serve and file their respective answers in terms of regulation 

143(1) of the Regulations. 

[29] In terms of the Affidavit in Support of the Application for Default Order deposed 

to by Somayya Khan dated the 30th day of November 2020, the Applicant makes 

the following allegations which I consider to be relevant for purposes of dealing 

with the Application for Relief in this matter:7 

                                                           
7  Refer to paragraph 5.1 of the Supporting Affidavit to the Application for Default Order. 
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29.1 The Applicant’s Application for Relief is in terms of section 160 of the Act 

and it is against the First Respondent, being SAFIKA PROJECTS 

(PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, for an order, inter alia, that the First 

Respondent’s company name offends against the provisions of sections 

11(2)(b) and 11(2)(c)(i) of the Act. 

29.2 The First Respondent must be directed to change its name to a name 

which does not incorporate or is confusingly and/or deceptively similar to 

the Applicant’s SAFIKA trade mark.  The Application was lodged with the 

Companies Tribunal on the 19th day of October 2020. 

29.3 The Application was sent to the Sheriff of the High Court, 

Pietermaritzburg on the 20th day of October 2020 for service on the First 

Respondent at its Pietermaritzburg address.  The Sheriff informed the 

Applicant’s attorneys that the Application could not be served on the First 

Respondent as the given address is insufficient.  The Sheriff specifically 

required street name and number in order to be able to serve the 

Application on the First Respondent. 

29.4 Be that as it may, an electronic copy of the Application in terms of section 

160 of the Act together with all supporting documents was also sent to 

the director of the First Respondent, Mr. Siboniso Msimang, by e-mail 

address: sibonisomsimang@gmail.com on the 19th day of October 2020.  

This email address was obtained from the First Respondent’s 

Memorandum of Incorporation on CIPC’s records during August 2020.8 

                                                           
8 The Memorandum of Incorporation is dated Friday, 14 August 2020 and it is attached to the Supporting 

Affidavit to the Application and marked Annex “S8”. 
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29.5 In terms of regulation 143 of the Regulations, the Respondents had until 

16 November 2020 to file and serve their respective answers to the 

Applicant’s Application filed in terms of section 160 of the Act. 

29.6 The deadline of 16 November 2020 has passed, and the Respondents 

did not serve any answer on the Applicant or its attorneys, nor has it, to 

the Applicant’s knowledge, filed any answer with the Companies 

Tribunal. 

[30] In terms of regulation 153(2)(b), the Companies Tribunal may make an appropriate 

order in relation to the Application for Default Order if it is satisfied that the 

Application was adequately served on the Respondents against whom a default 

order is being sought.  As I have already indicated above, the Application was 

served upon the Respondents within a period of 5 business days from the date 

that it was filed with the Companies Tribunal.  I am therefore satisfied that the 

Application was served upon the Respondents in the manner that complies with 

the provisions of section 7 of the Act read together with Annexure 3 – Table CR 3 

of the Regulations.  Despite such service, the Respondents failed and/or neglected 

to file and serve their respective answers to the Application and they are therefore 

in default. 

 

D. THE PROVISIONS OF THE ACT AND REGULATIONS THAT ARE RELEVANT 

FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE CURRENT APPLICATION FOR RELIEF 

 

[31] The Companies Tribunal is a creature of statute and its jurisdiction to deal with 

any application is therefore founded on the relevant provisions of the Act and the 
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Regulations.  I am therefore required to examine the provisions of the Act and the 

Regulations to determine the scope and extent of the powers assigned to the 

Companies Tribunal in the process of adjudicating on and making a determination 

regarding any application that is lodged with the Companies Tribunal in terms of 

the Act read together with the Regulations. 

[32] The Applicant makes the following allegations in Luphoko’s Supporting Affidavit 

which I consider to be relevant in the adjudication of this Application and the 

ultimate determination that I am required to make in terms thereof: 

32.1 The Applicant is the true and lawful proprietor in South Africa of the 

registered SAFIKA trade marks listed in paragraph 9 of Luphoko’s 

Supporting Affidavit, which trade marks are valid, in force and which have 

and are extensively used within South Africa. 

32.2 The Applicant’s business under the name and trade mark SAFIKA 

commenced in 1995 and it was in relation to information technology, the 

supply of computer hardware and software, personnel recruitment, 

telecommunications and, with interests in banking and financial services, 

resources and private equity. 

32.3 Through hard work and dedication, the Applicant became one of the 

preferred Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) partners for several 

prominent South African companies, including Liberty Holdings Limited, 

Grindrod and Stellar Capital Partners, among others. 

32.4 In order to facilitate the varied business interests of the Applicant, various 

companies under the name of SAFIKA and which were to form part of the 
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Safika Group of companies, were registered over the years to further the 

Applicant’s business interests across different industries through trade 

and investments. 

32.5 The Applicant owns the rights in the name and trade mark SAFIKA and 

all companies in the Safika Group.  Various associate’s companies that 

use the name and trade mark SAFIKA in relation to trading activities, 

services or goods, have done so and continue to do so with the authority 

and under the control of the Applicant under the SAFIKA trade mark. 

32.6 The mark SAFIKA as currently used identifies services provided by or 

with the authority of the Applicant in the normal course of trade.  

32.7 The Applicant’s business interests under the SAFIKA mark or brand 

currently extends to financial services, mining, agriculture, industrial 

manufacturing, strategic investments, communication, aerospace, 

commodity marketing, health and transport and logistics. 

32.8 Members of the public and trade are used to seeing various company 

names incorporating the mark SAFIKA and the mark in the name of such 

companies indicates an immediate association with the Applicant. 

32.9 A google search of the name and mark “SAFIKA” brings up immediate 

results only for the Applicant’s SAFIKA business.  In support of this 

contention, reference is made to Annexure “S5” as mentioned in 

paragraph 16 of Luphoko’s Supporting Affidavit. 

32.10 Through partnerships and associations with various entities, SAFIKA and 

its associated companies have made a positive difference in uplifting 
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previously disadvantaged persons some of whom are listed in paragraph 

17 of the Luphoko’s Supporting Affidavit. 

32.11 The Applicant has expended a considerable amount of time, money and 

effort in advertising, marketing and promoting its SAFIKA business. 

32.12 The Applicant, through its initiatives and associations, have received 

wide spread publicity in the media and various articles and a number of 

publications, featuring the Applicant and its business under the name 

SAFIKA, are attached as Annexure “S7”. 

32.13 The Applicant has been making extensive use of the SAFIKA trade mark 

in South Africa and internationally.  There are several documents 

attached to the Application which illustrates this contention. 

32.14 The Applicant has therefore acquired, through its extensive use of its 

trade mark in the course of trade, a substantial goodwill and reputation in 

its SAFIKA trade mark throughout South Africa and internationally. 

32.15 The trade mark SAFIKA has become synonymous with the Applicant and 

it is well-known and well-established in the industry. 

32.16 The Applicant has therefore well-established statutory and common law 

rights in the name and mark SAFIKA. 

32.17 While relying on common law rights through the remedy of passing-off, 

the Applicant is entitled to prevent third parties from using the mark 

SAFIKA or any other variation of its trade mark in the course of trade in 

a manner that misrepresents that the other person is, or is associated 
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with, the Applicant that is likely to cause confusion, deception and 

damage to the Applicant. 

32.18 The First Respondent was registered by the Second Respondent on 09 

July 2020. 

32.19 On becoming aware of the registration of the First Respondent, the 

Applicant instructed its attorneys, Adams & Adams, to address a letter of 

demand to the First Respondent, informing the First Respondent of the 

Applicant’s rights under its SAFIKA trade mark.  The steps taken by the 

Applicant and its attorneys are fully outlined in paragraphs 22 and 23 of 

the Supporting Affidavit to the Application. 

32.20 On 14 August 2020, a letter of demand was indeed addressed to the First 

Respondent giving it until 21 August 2020 to comply with the Applicant’s 

demand.  Copies of the letter of demand and the delivery report of the 

email communication to the First Respondent’s director are marked 

Annex “S9” and Annex “10”.  The deadline of 21 August 2020 came and 

passed and the Applicant or its attorneys never received any response 

from the First Respondent or its director. 

32.21 Subsequently, on 28 May 2020, the Applicant’s attorneys addressed a 

reminder to the First Respondent, calling it to provide a response to the 

demand.  Copies of the letter of reminder and the delivery report of the 

email communication to the First Respondent’s director are marked 

Annex “S11” and Annex “12”.  The Applicant or its attorneys never 

received any response from the First Respondent or its director. 
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32.22 It is apparent from the background outlined above that the Applicant has 

made concerted efforts in contacting the director of the First Respondent 

and addressing its letter of demand and reminder thereof by e-mail 

communication so that the Applicant’s objection reached the immediate 

attention of the First Respondent. 

32.23 To date, there has been no response from the First Respondent or its 

director, despite the Applicant’s concerted efforts to resolve the matter 

with the First Respondent amicably. 

32.24 The Applicant’s SAFIKA name and trade mark is well-known in South 

Africa and it is a trusted name and trade mark, which has, over the past 

25 years, through business and social responsibility initiatives.  This 

name has therefore through the years become a household name in 

South Africa and internationally. 

32.25 The Applicant submits that the First Respondent, under the name 

SAFIKA PROJECTS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED is not part of the 

Applicant’s business or the Safika Group of companies and has never 

been authorised to incorporate the mark SAFIKA in its name. 

32.26 The mark SAFIKA is visually and phonetically identical or confusingly 

similar to the Applicant’s well-known trade mark SAFIKA.  A google 

search for the First Respondent’s company name SAFIKA PROJECTS 

PROPRIETARY LIMITED brings up immediate results for the Applicant 

and its SAFIKA businesses.  A google search report used to support this 

contention is attached as Annex “S13”. 
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32.27 The First Respondent’s and its director’s failure to respond to the 

Applicant’s letter of demand and a reminder thereof, suggests that the 

director of the First Respondent must have been aware of the Applicant 

at the time of registration of the name of the First Respondent.  The 

registration of the First Respondent’s company name was therefore done 

in bad faith. 

32.28 The First Respondent has, to date, failed to take adequate steps to 

resolve this matter, despite the various attempts made by the Applicant 

through its attorneys. 

32.29 The Applicant has been left with no choice, but to lodge a formal objection 

to the name of the First Respondent for purposes of protecting its 

proprietary interests in its SAFIKA name and trade mark. 

32.30 The Applicant has an interest in the First Respondent’s name, being 

SAFIKA PROJECTS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, within the meaning of 

section 160 of the Act as the name incorporates the mark SAFIKA, which 

is visually confusingly similar and phonetically identical to the Applicant’s 

well-known trade mark SAFIKA. 

32.31 A side-by-side comparison of the Applicant’s trade mark SAFIKA and the 

dominant element of the First Respondent’s name shows that the mark 

SAFIKA is visually and phonetically identical to the Applicant’s registered 

trade mark SAFIKA. 

32.32 The reference to “PROJECTS” in the name of the First Respondent is 

broad and it overlaps directly with the Applicant, having regard to its 
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various business interests.  Furthermore, the word “PROJECTS” is 

descriptive and does not serve to distinguish the mark SAFIKA 

incorporated in the First Respondent’s company from the Applicant’s 

SAFIKA trade mark and the name of its various SAFIKA companies. 

32.33 It can be seen from Annex “S13” that a google search for the First 

Respondent’s company name SAFIKA PROJECTS PROPRIETARY 

LIMITED brings up immediate results for the Applicant and its various 

SAFIKA companies.  Therefore, members of the public who encounter 

the First Respondent are likely to believe that the First Respondent is the 

Applicant or is associated with the Applicant’s business or its various 

SAFIKA companies. 

32.34 It is therefore not inconceivable for SAFIKA PROJECTS PROPRIETARY 

LIMITED to be mistakenly perceived to be part of the Applicant’s Safika 

Group of companies. 

32.35 The Applicant therefore submits that the First Respondent’s company 

name is in contravention of section 11(2) of the Act and the use of the 

First Respondent’s company name is likely to lead to confusion in the 

market place and it should not be permitted to remain in its current form 

on the Companies Register. 

[33] It is common cause that the SAFIKA trade marks are all valid and in full force in 

South Africa.  The Applicant filed its SAFIKA trade marks applications in South 

Africa on the 18th day of December 1997, 30th day of June 1998, 21st day of 

October 2002 and 19th day of November 2015.  All the filing dates of the SAFIKA 
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trade marks predates the date of registration of the First Respondent’s company 

name.  The Applicant therefore holds statutory rights in the SAFIKA trade marks 

by virtue of the provisions of the Trade Marks Act, 1993 (Act No. 194 of 1993) 

(“the Trade Marks Act”). 

[34] As part of my analysis of the facts that are relevant to this matter, it is imperative 

that I should deal with each of the provisions of the Act.  However, where 

necessary I will make reference to the provisions of the Act and the Regulations 

which I consider to be relevant for purposes of my reasons and decision on the 

Application in this matter. 

[35] My point of departure in this exercise will be to look at the provisions of section 

11(2) of the Act which forms the basis of company name objection disputes.  I will 

only look at those provisions which I consider to be relevant for purposes of my 

determination.  The relevant parts of section 11(2)(b) and (c)(i) of the Act reads 

as follows: 

“(2) The name of a company must - 

(a) …. 

(i) …. 

(ii) …. 

(iii) …. 

(iv) ….  

(b) not be confusingly similar to a name, trade mark, mark, word or 

expression contemplated in paragraph (a)….  

(i) ….  

(ii) …. 

(iii) …. 

(iv) …; 
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 (c) not falsely imply or suggest, or be such as would reasonably 

mislead a person to believe incorrectly, that the company-  

(i) is part of, or associated with, any other person or 

entity….” [Own emphasis added.] 

[36] I should also look at the provisions of section 160(1) of the Act which deals with 

disputes concerning reservation or registration of company names.  Section 160(1) 

of the Act grants a right to any party who is interested in the name of the company 

to bring, amongst others, an application such as the one brought by the Applicant 

for determination by the Companies Tribunal.  The relevant parts of section 160(1) 

of the Act read as follows: 

“(1) A person to whom a notice is delivered in terms of this Act with 

respect to an application for reservation of a name, registration 

of a defensive name, application to transfer the reservation of a 

name or the registration of a defensive name, or the registration 

of a company’s name, or any other person with an interest in 

the name of a company, may apply to the Companies Tribunal 

in the prescribed manner and form for a determination whether 

the name, or the reservation, registration or use of the name, or 

the transfer of any such reservation or registration of a name, 

satisfies the requirements of  this Act.”  [Own emphasis added.]  

[37] I should also, in this exercise, make reference to the provisions of section 160(2) 

of the Act which read as follows: 

“(2) An application in terms of subsection (1) may be made-  
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(a) within three months after the date of a notice 

contemplated in subsection (1), if the applicant received 

such a notice; or  

(b) on good cause shown at any time after the date of the 

reservation or registration of the name that is the subject 

of the application, in any other case.”  [Own emphasis 

added.] 

[38] There are certain facts which I consider to be important for purposes of my 

evaluation and determination of the issues involved in this matter.  For the sake 

of completeness, these facts are summarised in the manner outlined hereunder: 

38.1 The Applicant filed its applications for registration of the SAFIKA trade 

marks on the 18th day of December 1997, 30th day of June 1998, 21st day 

of October 2002 and 19th day of November 2015 respectively. 

38.2 All the filing dates of the SAFIKA trade marks outlined above predates 

the date of registration of the First Respondent’s company name. 

38.3 The Applicant therefore holds statutory rights in the SAFIKA trade marks 

by virtue of the provisions of the Trade Marks Act. 

38.4 The company name of the First Respondent was registered by the 

Second Respondent on the 09th day of July 2020. 

38.3 It is apparent from the information supplied by the Applicant that it 

became aware of the registration of the First Respondent’s company 

name during August 2020. 
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38.4 The Applicant immediately instructed its attorneys to send a letter of 

demand to the First Respondent during August 2020. 

38.5 The Applicant’s attorneys did contact the director of the First Respondent 

using the contact details obtained from the records kept by the Second 

Respondent, but they were unable to get through to the First 

Respondent’s director. 

38.6 The letter of demand was indeed sent to the First Respondent on the 14th 

day of August 2020 via e-mail communication and it was sent to the 

director of the First Respondent.  The First Respondent was afforded an 

opportunity until the 21st day of August 2020 within which to respond to 

the letter of demand. 

38.7 Despite the letter of demand having been sent to the director of the First 

Respondent via email, the First Respondent failed and/or neglected to 

furnish the Applicant with a response to the letter of demand. 

38.9 The deadline of 21 August 2020 came and passed and the Applicant or 

its attorneys never received any response from the First Respondent or 

its director. 

38.10 Subsequently, on 28 August 2020, the Applicant’s attorneys addressed 

a reminder to the First Respondent, calling it to provide a response to the 

demand.  The Applicant or its attorneys never received any response 

from the First Respondent or its director. 
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38.11 The Applicant did not receive notice of registration of the First 

Respondent’s company name contemplated in sections 160(1) and 

160(2)(a) of the Act. 

38.12 The current Application was only filed with the Companies Tribunal on 

the 19th day of October 2020. 

38.13 This Application was delivered electronically to the First Respondent on 

the 19th day of October 2020 by sending it to the email addresses of the 

director of the First Respondent.  Service by Sheriff could not be effected 

due to the fact that the address obtained from records kept by the Second 

Respondent did not contain street name and number. 

[39] It is common cause that the Applicant did not receive notice contemplated in 

section 160(1) of the Act. It follows therefore that section 160(2)(a) of the Act is 

not applicable to the current Application.  The Application falls within the ambit of 

section 160(2)(b) of the Act.  The Applicant therefore falls in the category of any 

person with an interest in the name of a company as envisaged in section 160(1) 

of the Act.  This being the case, the Applicant is required to show good cause for 

its name objection Application to be entertained by the Companies Tribunal. 

[40] It is not farfetched to imagine the adverse impact of applications challenging 

company names brought years after such names have been registered. This will 

undoubtedly affect the credibility of the Register of Companies that is kept by the 

Commission in terms of the Act.  Having said all that, I now turn to deal with the 

issue of good cause as prescribed by section 160(2)(b) of the Act.  
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SHOWING OF GOOD CAUSE IN TERMS OF SECTION 160(2)(b) OF THE 

COMPANIES ACT, 2008 

 

[41] In terms of section 160(2)(b) of the Act, the Applicant is permitted to file its 

application to challenge registration of a name of a company by the CIPC at any 

time.  However, in order to have its application entertained by the Companies 

Tribunal, the Applicant is required to show good cause as prescribed by section 

160(2)(b) of the Act in order for its Application to be adjudicated by the Companies 

Tribunal. 

[42] I have noted and remain mindful of the fact that the Act does not define or explain 

what is meant by the words “showing good cause”.  In my view showing good 

cause entails that, the Applicant must at least adduce evidence regarding how it 

became aware of the registration of the challenged company name of the First 

Respondent as well as when it acquired such knowledge. In other words, the 

Applicant must provide a reasonable explanation which show that it did not wilfully 

default to make its Application earlier than it did.  

[43] Our courts have had countless opportunity to determine the important factors 

which should be considered when dealing with the issue of showing good cause 

in terms of their rules of processes and procedures.  The Companies Tribunal 

had previously dealt with the requirements of showing good cause in Comair 

Limited vs Kuhlula Training, Projects and Development Centre (Pty) Limited 

CT007Sept2014.  The judgment in this case was handed down on 27 February 

2015 by my brother Khashane La M Manamela and he had the following to say 

regarding the issue of showing of good cause: 
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“[6] . . . Although, the CA 2008 doesn’t explain what is meant by 

showing good cause, in my view it entails that, an applicant has to at 

least adduce evidence regarding how it became aware of the 

reservation or registration of an impugned company name when it 

became aware and not earlier. In other words that it did not wilfully 

default to make the application earlier than it did. In Minister of 

Defence and Military Veterans v Motau and Others [2014] ZACC 18, 

although dealing with a slightly different connotation of the phrase, it 

was stated that “good cause may be defined as a substantial or 

“legally sufficient reason” for a choice made or action taken”.  

Therefore, stating only a date on which the applicant became aware of 

the challenged name, does not [in my view] amount to showing good 

cause.”  [Own emphasis added.] 

[44] It therefore follows that in a name dispute application in terms of section 160(1) 

of the Act, an applicant will succeed in showing good cause envisaged in section 

160(2)(b) of the Act by means of giving an explanation that shows how and why 

it took the time that it took to file its application with the Companies Tribunal.  In 

other words, the Applicant is required to be generous with the truth regarding the 

time it took and the cause for the delay thereof in filing its application with the 

Companies Tribunal.  The applicant must make full disclosure of all information 

that is relevant to the time that was taken by it to file its Application.  This 

disclosure must begin from the date that it became aware of the registration of 

the impugned company and the steps it took thereafter. 
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[45] In my view and coming back to the Application that is before me, there is no delay 

in bringing the Application.  Upon acquiring knowledge of the registration of the 

First Respondent’s company name by the Second Respondent during August 

2020, the Applicant immediately instructed its attorneys to take necessary steps 

to object to such name.  The First Respondent’s company name was registered 

by the Second Respondent on 09 July 2020.  On 14 August 2020, the Applicant’s 

attorneys did indeed send a letter of demand to the First Respondent objecting 

to the company name of the First Respondent.  The First Respondent was given 

until 21 August 2020 to change its company name.  On 28 August 2020, 

Applicant’s attorneys did send another letter reminding the First Respondent to 

respond to Applicant’s letter of demand.  Both letters remain unanswered by the 

First Respondent. 

[46] I have noted that the Applicant provided detailed explanation regarding the date 

when it became aware of the registration of the First Respondent’s company 

name and the steps that it took to bring its objection to the First Respondent’s 

company name to the attention of the First Respondent.  Despite having been 

given a notice of objection in respect of its company name (in the form of a letter 

of demand and reminder thereof), the First Respondent failed and/or neglected 

to change its company name. 

[47] It is my view therefore that the Applicant brought its Application objecting against 

the company name of the First Respondent within a reasonable time.  In addition, 

the Applicant managed to adduce evidence which substantiate its proprietorship 

to the SAFIKA trade marks.  It also provided enough evidence to show that a 
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google search for the First Respondent’s company name SAFIKA PROJECTS 

PROPRIETARY LIMITED brings up immediate results for the Applicant and its 

various SAFIKA companies.  I therefore accept the contention that members of 

the public who encounter the First Respondent are likely to believe that the First 

Respondent is the Applicant or is associated with the Applicant’s business or its 

various SAFIKA companies. 

[48] It follows therefore that the Applicant managed to show good cause for its 

Application objecting against the company name of the First Respondent to be 

entertained by the Companies Tribunal.  I therefore proceed to adjudicate upon 

the Application. 

 

EVALUATION AND FINDINGS 

[49] It is clear from the documentary evidence presented in this matter that the 

Applicant is the true and lawful proprietor in South Africa of the registered SAFIKA 

trade marks that are listed in paragraph 9 of Luphoko’s Supporting Affidavit.  

These trade marks are valid, in force and currently being extensively used within 

South Africa by the Applicant and its business associates’ companies.  The 

Applicant’s business under the name and trade mark SAFIKA commenced in 

1995 and it was in relation to information technology, the supply of computer 

hardware and software, personnel recruitment, telecommunications and, with 

interests in banking and financial services, resources and private equity. 

[50] It is contended that through hard work and dedication, the Applicant became one 

of the preferred Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) partners for a number of 
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prominent South African companies, including Liberty Holdings Limited, Grindrod 

and Stellar Capital Partners, among others.  In order to facilitate the varied 

business interests of the Applicant, various companies under the name of 

SAFIKA and which were to form part of the Safika Group of companies, were 

registered over the years to further the Applicant’s business interests across 

different industries through trade and investments.  I do agree with the contention 

by the Applicant that it owns the rights in the name and trade mark SAFIKA and 

all companies in the Safika Group.  Ownership of the trade mark SAFIKA is 

therefore sufficiently proven by the Applicant. 

[51] It is further contended that various associates’ companies that use the name and 

trade mark SAFIKA in relation to trading activities, services or goods, have done 

so and continue to do so with the authority and under the control of the Applicant 

under that mark.  The mark SAFIKA identifies services provided by or with the 

authority of the Applicant in the normal course of trade.   The Applicant’s business 

interests under the SAFIKA brand currently extends to financial services, mining, 

agriculture, industrial manufacturing, strategic investments, communication, 

aerospace, commodity marketing, health and transport and logistics. 

[52] There is no doubt in my mind that members of the public and those who are in 

trade are used to seeing various company names incorporating the mark SAFIKA 

and the mark in the name indicates an immediate association with the Applicant.  

Documentary evidence was presented in support of the contention that a google 

search of the name and mark “SAFIKA” brings up immediate results only for the 

Applicant’s SAFIKA business.  Through partnerships and associations with 
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various entities, SAFIKA and its associated companies have made a positive 

difference in uplifting previously disadvantaged persons some of whom are listed 

in paragraph 17 of the Luphoko’s Supporting Affidavit. 

[53] Be that as it may, it has been contended that the Applicant has expended a 

considerable amount of time, money and effort in advertising, marketing and 

promoting its SAFIKA businesses.  The Applicant, through its initiatives and 

associations, have received wide spread publicity in the media and various 

articles and publications, featuring the Applicant and its business under the name 

SAFIKA, are attached as Annexure “S7”. 

[54] It is clear from documentary evidence presented before me that the Applicant has 

been making extensive use of the SAFIKA trade mark in South Africa and 

internationally.  The Applicant has therefore acquired, through its extensive use 

of its SAFIKA trade marks in the course of trade, a substantial goodwill and 

reputation in its SAFIKA trade marks throughout South Africa.  In other words, 

the mark SAFIKA has become synonymous with the Applicant and it is well-

known in the industry.  I therefore agree with the contention of the Applicant that 

it has well-established statutory and common law rights in the name and mark 

SAFIKA.  It also follows that the Applicant is entitled to prevent third parties from 

using the mark SAFIKA or any other variation of its trade mark in the course of 

trade in a manner that misrepresents that the other person is, or is associated 

with, the Applicant or in a manner that is likely to cause confusion, deception and 

damage to the Applicant. 
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[55] I am therefore persuaded by the Applicant’s submissions that the Applicant’s 

SAFIKA name and trade mark is well-known in South Africa and it is a trusted 

name and trade mark, which has, over the past 24 years, through business and 

social responsibility initiatives, become a household name.  The First 

Respondent, who trades under the name SAFIKA PROJECTS (PROPRIETARY) 

LIMITED, is not part of the Applicant’s business or the Safika Group of companies 

and has never been authorised to incorporate the mark SAFIKA in its company 

name. 

[56] According to my observations, the mark SAFIKA is visually and phonetically 

identical or confusingly similar to the Applicant’s well-known trade mark SAFIKA.  

I however do not agree with the Applicant’s contention that the First Respondent’s 

and its director’s failure to respond to the Applicant’s letter of demand and 

reminder thereof, simply suggests that the First Respondent’s director must have 

been aware of the Applicant at the time of registration of the First Respondent’s 

company name.  I also do not agree with the Applicant’s further contention that 

the registration of the First Respondent’s company name was done in bad faith.  

These two contentions are to me speculation and I should proceed to treat them 

as such without giving them any value.  It is true that the First Respondent has, 

to date, failed and/or neglected to take adequate steps to resolve this matter, 

despite the various attempts made by the Applicant to have this matter amicably 

resolved. 

[57] Be that as it may, a side-by-side comparison of the Applicant’s trade mark 

SAFIKA and the dominant element of the First Respondent’s name shows that 
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the mark SAFIKA is visually and phonetically identical to the Applicant’s 

registered trade mark SAFIKA. 

[58] In my view, the word “similar” as used in section 11(2)(b) of the Act means “having 

a marked resemblance or likeness” and that the offending mark (or name) should 

immediately bring to mind the well-known trade mark (or name) of the 

complaining entity.  Mere similarity is also not enough to faulter the name of an 

entity in terms of section 11(2)(b) of the Act.  The name that is the subject of an 

objection must be confusingly similar to the name of the objecting entity. When 

dealing with the issue of “confusingly similar”, the test, as in the case of passing-

off, should be “reasonable likelihood that ordinary members of the public, or a 

substantial section thereof, may be confused or deceived into believing that the 

goods or merchandise of the former are the goods or merchandise of the latter or 

are connected therewith. 

[59] In Bata Ltd v Face Fashions CC and Another, the Supreme Court of Appeal (“the 

SCA”), per Melunsky AJA, had the following to say in relation to the issues of 

“deception” and “confusion” in terms of the law of trade marks: 

“[6] Before dealing with the essence of the appellant’s argument 

relating to the alleged s 34(1)(a) infringement, one matter, which 

initially seemed to be a point of contention, may be disposed of. It 

concerns a submission raised on the appellant’s behalf in the court a 

quo and the heads of argument to the effect that the mere use of the 

word “Power” by the respondents, although not used alone but in 

conjunction with another word, constitutes an infringement simply 
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because it is “use ... of an identical mark”. This submission, too, was 

not persisted in on appeal. Indeed, I understood counsel to accept, 

quite correctly in my view, that the argument could not prevail in view 

of the judgment of Schutz J in Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd v 

United Bank Ltd and Another 1991 (4) SA 780 (T) at 786 et seq. It is 

only necessary to mention that although Standard Bank was decided 

under the Trade Marks Act of 1963, which made no express reference 

to an identical mark, this Court held in Berman Brothers (Pty) Ltd v 

Sodastream Ltd and Another 1986 (3) SA 209 (A) at 232H-233A, that 

the reference to the use of a mark “so nearly resembling” a registered 

mark in the 1963 Act, impliedly included the use of an identical mark 

(see Standard Bank at 786 E-G and 795I). 

[7] In the result it was not contended on the appellant’s behalf that 

the infringement in terms of s 34(1)(a) consisted in the respondents’ 

use of an identical mark. The contention was that the respondents 

make use of a mark so nearly resembling trade marks 83/4033, 84/2701 

and B84/4186 (in so far as the latter mark relates to clothing) as to be 

likely to deceive or cause confusion. The respondents do not dispute 

that the appellant and Futura make extensive use of the word “Power”, 

with or without a device, on footwear and particularly on boots and 

shoes worn for sporting activities. They contend, however, that very 

little use is made of the mark on clothing and, moreover, that its use 

on clothing is confined to sportswear such as tracksuits, shorts, shirts 

http://www.saflii.org/cgi-bin/LawCite?cit=1991%20%284%29%20SA%20780
http://www.saflii.org/cgi-bin/LawCite?cit=1986%20%283%29%20SA%20209
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and sweat tops, whereas the first respondent and Power House CC 

use the “Power House” name on a different type of clothing, namely 

leisure wear worn by the “trendy youth”. The short answer to the 

respondents’ contention is that in infringement proceedings a Court 

has regard to the notional use to which the plaintiff may put its mark, 

that is to 

“all possible fair and normal applications of the mark within the 

ambit of the monopoly created by the terms of the registration 

...” 

(Plascon-Evans Paints Ltd v Van Riebeeck Paints (Pty) Ltd [1984] 

ZASCA 51; 1984 (3) SA 623 (A) at 641H-I).  The trade marks relied upon 

by the appellant in respect of the alleged infringement under s 34(1)(a) 

relate to clothing generally. Consequently the nature of the clothing 

on which the mark appears, the market aimed at by the appellant and 

the volume of its clothing sales are irrelevant considerations. It is 

therefore clear that the respondents’ use of the word “Power House” 

is in relation to goods in respect of which three of the appellant’s trade 

marks are registered. 

[8] The only question that has to be decided in respect of the 

alleged infringements under s 34(1)(a) is whether the appellant has 

established that a substantial number of persons will probably be 

deceived into believing or confused as to whether there is a material 

http://www.saflii.org/za/cases/ZASCA/1984/51.html
http://www.saflii.org/za/cases/ZASCA/1984/51.html
http://www.saflii.org/cgi-bin/LawCite?cit=1984%20%283%29%20SA%20623
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connection in the course of trade between the respondents’ clothing 

and the appellant’s trade mark (see Plascon-Evans at 640G-I). 

[9] In considering this issue it is appropriate to apply the principles 

summarized by Corbett JA in Plascon-Evans at 641A-E to the facts of 

the case. These principles are well known and need not be repeated in 

detail. It suffices to say that not only should the marks be compared 

side by side but consideration must be given to whether the average 

customer in the market place would probably be deceived or confused 

by their similarity. Corbett JA made it clear that the main or dominant 

features of the marks in question as well as the general impression 

and any striking features were all factors to be considered in deciding 

whether there was a likelihood of confusion or deception. A similar 

approach was adopted by the European Court of Justice in Sabel BV 

v Puma AG, Rudolf Dassler Sport [1998] RPC 199. At 224 it was said 

that the likelihood of confusion must “be appreciated globally” and 

that the  

“global appreciation of the visual, aural or conceptual similarity 

of the marks in question, must be based on the overall 

impression given by the marks, bearing in mind, in particular, 

their distinctive and dominant components.” 

http://www.saflii.org/cgi-bin/LawCite?cit=%5b1998%5d%20RPC%20199
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(See also The European Limited v The Economist Newspaper Limited 

[1997] EWCA Civ 2771; [1998] FSR 283(CA) at 290.).” [Own emphasis 

added.]9 

[60] It is strikingly apparent that by merely looking at or hearing the two names 

simultaneously or consecutively; and when the two names are to be used in the 

normal and fair manner in the course of business, the name of the First 

Respondent is confusingly similar to the Applicant’s name in terms of Section 11 

(2)(b).  In terms of Section 11 (2)(c)(i) the First Respondent’s falsely imply, 

suggest or reasonably mislead a person to believe incorrectly that the First 

Respondent is part of, or associated with the Applicant while that is not the case. 

[61] It is my view therefore that members of the public who encounter the First 

Respondent are likely to believe that the First Respondent is the Applicant or 

associated with the Applicant’s business.  It is not inconceivable for members of 

the public to mistakenly perceive SAFIKA PROJECTS (PROPRIETARY) 

LIMITED to be part of the Applicant’s Safika Group of companies.  This is backup 

by Annex “S13” which clearly brings up results for the Applicant’s group of 

companies when a google search for the First Respondent’s company name, 

being SAFIKA PROJECTS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, is done. 

[62] The First Respondent will undoubtedly profiting from the goodwill and reputation 

related gains that have been attained by the Applicant over the years associated 

with the use of its SAFIKA trade marks in the course of pursuing its various 

business activities.  It is clear from the documentary evidence presented before 

                                                           
9   (206/98) [2000] ZASCA 192 (29 September 2000); 2001 (1) SA 844 (SCA) at paras [6] to [9]. 

http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/1997/2771.html
http://www.saflii.org/cgi-bin/LawCite?cit=%5b1998%5d%20FSR%20283
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me that the Applicant and the First Respondent are not members of the same 

group of companies.  Similarly, the Applicant and the First Respondent do not 

have any association whatsoever. 

[63] I therefore find that the First Respondent’s company name is in contravention of 

section 11(2)(b) of the Act and the use of the mark SAFIKA in the First 

Respondent’s company name is likely to lead to confusion in the market place 

and it should not be permitted to remain in its current form on the Companies 

Register. 

[64] I further find that the First Respondent’s company name is in contravention of 

section 11(2)(c)(i) of the Act and the use of the mark SAFIKA in the First 

Respondent’s name is likely to falsely imply or suggest, or is such as would 

reasonably mislead a person to believe incorrectly, that the First Respondent is 

part of, or associated with, the Applicant or any member of the Safika group of 

companies. 

 
 
RELIEF SOUGHT 

[65] I have noted that the Applicant is requesting, amongst other things, that the 

Companies Tribunal should make the following order: 

“In the event that the first respondent fails to comply with the order 

set out in paragraph 56.1 above within three (3) months, that the 

Second Respondent, the Commissioner of Companies is directed, in 

terms of section 160(3)(b)(ii) read with section 14(2)(b)(i) of the Act, to 

record the First Respondent’s registration number followed by ‘(Pty) 
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Ltd’, as the First Respondent’s interim company name on the 

companies register….” [Own emphasis added.] 

[66] The types of reliefs that the Companies Tribunal is competent to grant are 

contained in section 160(3) of the Act.  The relevant provisions are contained in 

section 160(3)(b)(ii) which read as follows: 

“(3) After considering an application made in terms of subsection 

(1), and any submissions by the applicant and any other 

person with an interest in the name or proposed name that is 

the subject of the application, the Companies Tribunal- 

(b) may make an administrative order directing- 

(ii) a company to choose a new name, and to file a 

notice of an amendment to its Memorandum of 

Incorporation, within a period and on any 

conditions that the Tribunal considers just, 

equitable and expedient in the circumstances, 

including a condition exempting the company 

from the requirement to pay the prescribed fee 

for filing the notice of amendment 

contemplated in this paragraph.” [Own 

emphasis added.] 

[67] It is clear from the provisions of section 160(3)(b)(ii) that the Companies Tribunal 

lacks the powers to make the type of the order that the Applicant is seeking 

against the Second Respondent in this Application for Relief.  There are no 
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statutory provisions which gives the Companies Tribunal the powers to direct the 

Commission to change the name of the First Respondent to its registration 

number, as the First Respondent’s interim company name on the Companies 

Register. 

[68] It has however been brought to my attention that an order was granted by 

Gauteng Division of the High Court, Pretoria, per Honourable Mbongwe AJ in the 

review application in the matter of Comair Limited v Kulula Tours Limited & 

Another (Case Number 65895/2019).  This order was granted on the 20th day of 

May 2020 and I consider it to be relevant to the issue of Substitution Jurisdiction 

which also forms part of the reliefs sought by the Applicant in the current 

Application.  The Comair Limited matter concerned a review of the decision of the 

Companies Tribunal made by my brother KLM Manamela in the matter Comair 

Limited v Kulula Tours Limited & Another (CT00144ADJ2019) which was handed 

down on 31 October 2019.  In terms of Mbongwe’s order, amongst others, the 

following was ordered: 

‘It is declared that the Third Respondent is empowered to make an 

administrative order directing the Second Respondent to change the 

name of a company to its registration number, upon failure of the 

relevant company to change its name in accordance with an order 

made by the Third Respondent.” 

[69] There are no reasons furnished by Honourable Mbongwe for making such an 

order.  I do not agree with Mbongwe’s order, but merely on the basis that it is a 

judgment of the High Court, I do not have any room to act contrary to such an 
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order.  In terms of the law, for as long as Mbongwe’s order has not been set aside 

by a higher court it is binding on the Companies Tribunal and the Second 

Respondent.  They both have to comply with such an order no matter whether 

they agree with such an order or not. 

[70] Be that as it may, in order to be fair to the Applicant and to save it from expending 

too much money pursuing this name objection, it is my view that the shortcomings 

of the Act and the predicament brought about by Mbongwe’s order as alluded 

above can be addressed in the manner that I craft the order I make when dealing 

with the issue of Substitution Jurisdiction.  I will do so by including an order 

directing the Second Respondent to grant the request from the Applicant to have 

the name of the First Respondent changed into its registration number.  I am 

satisfied that this will be the best way of ensuring compliance with Mbongwe’s 

order. 

[71] The Applicant has also requested me to order the First Respondent to pay the 

costs of the Application.  I am not convinced that this is such a case in which I 

should order the First Respondent to pay the costs of the Applicant.  Although it 

is suggested that the director of the Applicant might have been aware of the 

Applicant and the Safika group of companies at the time that he registered the 

First Respondent, I do not have conclusive proof for such a contention.  I also do 

not have conclusive proof that the director of the First Respondent acted in bad 

faith when registering the First Respondent.  These contentions, in my view, 

remain speculation and do not convince me to impose a cost order against the 

First Respondent.  I therefore make the order which follows herein-below. 
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THE ORDER 

 

I therefore make the following order: 

1) The Application for Default Order sought by the Applicant against the First 

Respondent in terms of regulation 153(1) of the Regulations is hereby granted. 

2) The name objection lodged by the Applicant against the registration of the 

company name of the First Respondent, being SAFIKA PROJECTS 

(PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, by the Second Respondent is hereby granted. 

3) The First Respondent is hereby directed to change its company name, being 

“SAFIKA PROJECTS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED”, to one which does not 

incorporate any of the Applicant’s registered “SAFIKA” trade mark, , or any other 

mark or word that is confusingly and/or deceptively similar to any of the 

Applicant’s registered “SAFIKA” trade mark, within a period of 60 (sixty) calendar 

days from date of this order; 

4) The First Respondent is ordered to file a notice of an amendment of its 

Memorandum of Incorporation, within 60 (sixty) calendar days from date of this 

order; 

5) The First Respondent is hereby exempted from the requirement to pay the 

prescribed fee for filing the notice of amendment of its Memorandum of 

Incorporation contemplated in section 160(3)(b)(ii) of the Act. 

6) The Registrar of the Companies Tribunal is hereby directed to serve this 

judgment on the Second Respondent within a period of 5 (FIVE) business days 

from date of this order; 
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7) The Applicant is hereby directed to serve a copy of this determination on the First 

Respondent within a period of 5 (FIVE) business days from date of this order; 

8) In the event that the First Respondent fails to comply with the orders set out in 

paragraphs 3 and 4 above within 60 (sixty) calendar days, the Applicant is 

directed to file a request (supported by a statement under oath) with the Second 

Respondent to record the First Respondent’s registration number followed by 

‘(Pty) Ltd’, as the First Respondent’s interim company name on the Companies 

Register; and 

9) There is no order as to costs. 

 

 

 

_____________________________ 

LINDELANI DANIEL SIKHITHA 

Member of the Companies Tribunal 

28 January 2021 


